
   

 
 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE: 
 
LOACKER ROSE OF THE DOLOMITES – DUTY FREE 
 

PICK THE ROSE OF GOODNESS 

THE DESIGNER PRALINE FROM LOACKER 

 

The sublime Rose of the Dolomites Pralines combine decades of Loacker’s chocolatier art with the 

extraordinary quality of exquisite ingredients into a small gem made of the finest chocolate. A unique shape 

inspired by the Alpine Rose of the Dolomites: a small jewel of exquisite chocolate with a creamy heart waiting 

to be discovered… 

 

Pure Goodness from South Tyrol since 1925. 

Since 1925, Loacker has been synonymous with delicious wafer and chocolate specialities. In the heart of 

the Alps, surrounded by the Dolomite mountains, the Loacker family selects the best and finest natural 

ingredients, and transforms these into pure goodness; at an altitude of 1,000 m where the air and water are 

fresh and pure. 

 
A unique sweetness, a sublime and irresistible refinement:  

These exquisite praline masterpieces in a unique shape, inspired by the Alpine Rose typical of the Dolomites, 

are the flower in Loacker´s patisserie art. The sweetest refined temptation of the finest hazelnut cream with 

pieces of roasted hazelnut, held between delicious petals of the most sensual chocolate. 

 
Rose of the Dolomites: goodness that is a legend… 

One of the best loved legends from the Dolomites is the story of King Laurin and his great love which explains 

why our beautiful mountains are rose-tinged every dusk. 

From the enchanting wild rose garden of the legend, Loacker has picked the most refined flower, to give to 

you… 

 
The refined temptation is available in three varieties: 

 Original: the finest blossoms made of delicate milk chocolate embrace a heart of irresistible 

hazelnut cream (51%) and crisply roasted Italian hazelnut pieces 

 Dark Noir: The finest blossoms made of delicate dark chocolate embrace a heart of irresistible 

hazelnut cream (51%) and crunchy pieces of roasted hazelnut pieces. 

 White: The irresistible refinement of the finest hazelnut cream (51%) with roasted hazelnut pieces, 

among delicious petals of the pure white chocolate. 

 

  



   

 
 

 
 

Top quality does not come by chance 

The new delicacy to pick any time has arrived! An exquisite praline that captures all Loacker’s experience 

and the exceptional quality of natural ingredients.  

The single piece exclusive flow packaging makes the Rose a unique first-class product. 

On the shelf, the Rose of the Dolomites stands out with its attractive, elegant design in a square shape: a 

precious and refined copper colour, the "floral" texture and decorations in gold. 

The exclusive family recipe transforms the best natural ingredients into this milk chocolate and dark 

chocolate speciality with a finest hazelnut cream (51%), chopped hazelnuts and crispy leave of wafer. 

Loacker’s Rose of the Dolomites Pralines are produced according to high Loacker standards, as laid down in 

the Loacker Quality Pledge. 

The high-quality packaging material offers 100% protection from humidity and keeps the products fresh 

and crispy for 9 months. 

 

 

 
 
 

 


